National Membership Fee:
$75 (one-time)

National Membership Benefits

Test Prep:
- MCAT Kaplan Flash Cards
- Stackable 10% discount on a Comprehensive Kaplan MCAT Program
- Stackable $500 off Summer Intensive Programs
- FREE Foundations of Biochemistry Course (30+ hours of instruction!)
- Additional discount on MCAT Program for executive board members only

All Members:
- Develop medical Spanish Skills and receive a certificate of completion to help you stand out during the residency match.
- Applied Match Preparation (AMP): offers personalized, one-on-one help with personal statements and interviewing at discounted rates
- AMSA ad lib: Hear intimate med student perspectives on topics like specialty selection, personal finance, tech development, and more

FOLLOW UNM AMSA ON FACEBOOK!
Welcome to the American Medical Student Association (AMSA)! With a half-century history of medical student activism, AMSA is the oldest and largest independent association of physicians-in-training in the United States.

Today, AMSA is a student-governed, national organization committed to representing the concerns of physicians-in-training. AMSA members are medical students, premedical students, interns, residents and practicing physicians. Founded in 1950, AMSA continues its commitment to improving medical training and the nation’s health.

How is AMSA different from other organizations? When you join AMSA, you become part of a vital force of future physicians who believe that patients and health professionals are partners in the management of health care and that access to high-quality health care is a right and not a privilege. At AMSA, activism is a way of life. Student idealism is transformed into meaningful experiences, innovation and institutional change.

---

**Our Mission Statement**

The American Medical Student Association is committed to improving health care and healthcare delivery to all people; promoting active improvement in medical education; involving its members in the social, moral and ethical obligations of the profession of medicine; assisting in the improvement and understanding of world health problems; contributing to the welfare of medical students, premedical students, interns, residents and post-MD/DO trainees; and advancing the profession of medicine.

Why AMSA?

1. Undergo personal and professional development through meaningful experiences
2. Stand out as an applicant to medical school!
3. Become a leader today and influence the medicine of tomorrow
4. AWESOME benefits
5. Get to meet and interact with other pre-med students and be involved in the community
6. Opportunities for leadership experience within the club

---

**Local Membership**

**Fee:** $20/year

**Benefits**

- New yearly T-shirt
- Volunteering Opportunities each month
- Bi-weekly Meetings that include Insightful Talks from Medical Professionals and interactive pre-med discussions
- Chapter advisor workshops: Dr. Coffee Brown is an Emergency Department physician and UNM Medical School Admissions Board Member. He is also the current UNM AMSA chapter faculty advisor. Each month he will hold medical school/healthcare related workshops. Past workshop topics include how to maximize your studying, how to write a personal statement for medical school, and medical school interviewing.
- Shadowing Program: We all know how challenging it can be to find a physician to shadow. In an effort to help alleviate this struggle, we the UNM AMSA Pre-medical chapter have initiated a shadowing program where we will help set you up with a physician to shadow if you complete a few easy requirements.